PREVIEW APRIL 2014_ The Ritmonio.BATH collection
enlarges with a new series, becoming the leading of a new
story to tell. Ritmonio presents the series TWEET, its style
and its nature expresses a way of the daily life.
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Series of bath sanitary taps of Ritmonio.BATH collection
design Lana + Savettiere.
Nature. SWEET, NATURAL, CONFIDENTIAL. Tweet has a friendly and gentle attitude, with a natural disposition for the
interaction between people and ambient , whom it speaks spontaneously with.
Its green sensitivity reveals both with its spirit of preservation for the environment and with an aesthetic choice inspired by
the colours of nature.
Description. Tweet is a project of the Turin design studio Lana+Savettiere, born by the company brief to simplify the
dialogue tap-person, to tempt the contact and to spur to a positive attitude.
A Natural Heart collection: not only eco, but I LOVE ECOplus, as, besides the reduced flow rate, when the lever is in the
central position, you only get cold water and not premixed, avoiding in this way the turning on of the boiler each time you
move the lever, also when the use of the hot water is not necessary. This allows a real energy saving.
A Eco Friendly gesture, that is translated in a Friendly Usability design, as responsible actions never represent a bigger effort
for the daily:so a simply fold on the lever invites to a responsible acting.
The green vocation of the series, is also underlined by the finishings of the levers. Tweet is Natural Colours: the lever
besides the chrome and brushed finishings, declines into five different colourings inspired by the changeable tonalities of
the natural elements.
An expressive and immediate series to closed in a Tweet.
Available finishings:
Chrome, brushed; possible to couple with lever in chrome, brushed, painted in talco, brina, tufo, agave and tabacco colour
Images in the press release:
Image01 (basinAU101_527_tabacco.jpg)__ Tweet, design Lana + Savettiere. Basin mixer with tabacco lever
Image02 (basinPR27AV201_ 527_tufo.jpg)__ Tweet, design Lana + Savettiere. External basin mixer with tufo lever
Image03 (bathDD201_528_tufo.jpg)__ Tweet, design Lana + Savettiere. Standing floor bath group with tufo lever.
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